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“Glen’s Parallax Perspectives” is a series of TV programs offering fresh ways for people to see issues 
such as foreign policy, social and economic justice, governmental functioning, the environment, and so 
forth.  We provide voices and viewpoints that are rarely heard in mainstream media. 

Mainstream media, politicians, and culture see the world in conventional ways.  Therefore, in 
order to solve problems, we need to see things in fresh ways.  Glen Anderson created this TV series 
to help people see things differently so we can solve problems at all levels from the local to the global. 

This series title refers to “parallax“ – the view you get by looking from a different perspective.  For 
example, put one finger in front of your nose and another finger farther away.  Close one eye.  Then open 
that eye and close the other.  Your fingers will seem to move.  This is called a “parallax” view.  This TV 
series invites you to look at issues from fresh perspectives. 

 

Each program airs three times a week (currently every Monday at 1:30 pm, every Wednesday at 5:00 
pm, and every Thursday at 9:00 pm) for the entire month on Thurston Community Television (TCTV), 
channel 22 for cable TV subscribers in Thurston County, Washington.  TCTV is part of Thurston County 
Media. You can see their schedule at www.tcmedia.org 

You can also watch the program described below through your computer at 

www.parallaxperspectives.org.  All episodes of “Glen’s Parallax Perspectives” are posted on this blog’s 
“TV Programs” part and also in one or more of the categories listed in the right side of the computer screen.  
Also, see much information at the issue category headings at www.parallaxperspectives.org. 

 

This summary includes a few points that the guests were prepared to say during the interview but 
that we did not have time to include during that hour.  These few points are added under the rele-
vant topic headings below. 

 Please invite other people to watch this video and/or read this thorough summary at the  
“TV Programs” part of www.parallaxperspectives.org. 

 
 
 

Facts vs. Myths about the “Missing Middle” 
by Glen Anderson, the TV series’ producer and host 

(360) 491-9093 
glenanderson@integra.net 

www.parallaxperspectives.org  

Glen introduced the viewers to this interview topic: 

He said this month’s interview on “Glen’s Parallax Per-

spectives” will help the public understand the serious short-

age of housing that is truly affordable for people who are not 

rich.   

Local governments in Olympia and elsewhere want to 

solve the problem, but they have misdiagnosed the problem, 

so they have proposed the wrong solutions, such as the so-

called “Missing Middle.” 

This interview will help you understand the real reasons 

for the problem – and why the “Missing Middle” would 

NOT solve the problems.  We need better solutions. 

For background Glen encouraged people to watch his 

March 2019 TV program titled, “What’s Wrong with the 

Missing Middle.”  You can watch the interview and/or read 

a thorough summary of what we said through the “TV Pro-

grams” part of his blog, www.parallaxperspectives.org.  

The direct link to the video and thorough summary is at 

http://parallaxperspectives.org/tv-program-whats-

wrong-with-the-missing-middle 
 

This new TV interview features two guests who know a 

lot about the issues and are able to explain them clearly.  

Glen welcomed Jay Elder in the TV studio and Larry Dzieza 

participating by video. 
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What is the “Missing Middle” proposal?  What does it claim to do? 

Before we introduced substantive, detailed information – 

distinguishing the facts from the myths – Larry summarized 

what the “Missing Middle” proposal claims it would do.  He 

said it refers to the various kinds of housing types ranging 

from single-family homes to big apartment buildings.  He 

said some people have said there is a gap between these very 

big buildings and single-family homes, so they want to fill 

in what they call the “Missing Middle.”   

 

In what ways does the “Missing Middle” fail to do what it claims to do?   

Next Larry summarized how the “Missing Middle” pro-

posal fails to do what it claims it would do.  He said the City 

of Olympia passed an ordinance to implement the “Missing 

Middle” plan.  This ordinance removed current and future 

zoning restrictions in order to allow more kinds of housing 

everywhere, including in neighborhoods that were zoned for 

single-family homes.  This would allow builders to install 

duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes and other kinds of housing 

into single-family neighborhoods, even on small lots. 

Larry said many people were upset by the City’s decision 

because the City used processes that failed to follow envi-

ronmental rules and the State’s Growth Management Act 

(GMA).  People organized their opposing arguments and ap-

pealed to the Growth Management Hearings Board 

(GMHB).  The GMHB agreed with the appellants that the 

City had indeed violated the Growth Management Act.   

The City of Olympia reacted by hiring a lobbyist to push 

for a new state law that would prohibit the public’s right to 

appeal such decisions.  In 2019 the Legislature passed that 

law, House Bill 1923, and the Governor signed it into law.  

Local governments throughout Washington State are free to 

impose the “Missing Middle” upon their local communities, 

and HB 1923 prevents local people from appealing those de-

cisions.   

One assumption behind the “Missing Middle” is that 

when more housing is built – even for upper-middle class 

and rich people – it will increase the supply of housing, so 

this increase in supply will reduce the cost of housing and 

make housing affordable.  [Later in this interview we de-

bunked this kind of “supply-side” economics, which is also 

known as “trickle-down” economics.]   

Larry said that the people who support this theory have 

no data to support their claim.  They want us to simply ac-

cept the allegation on faith.  He said this seems consistent 

with the current federal government’s policies that oppose 

science and oppose factual evidence.   

Larry said he has researched the realities about housing 

affordability, and that governmental actions to directly cre-

ate affordable housing are necessary, and the “Missing Mid-

dle” and its “trickle-down” assumptions really will not 

work.  We’ll end up with market-based housing at market-

based prices, so a large portion of our population will not be 

able to afford housing. 

Jay added that – already and even without the “Missing 

Middle,” Olympia already allows single-family neighbor-

hoods to include a sensible diversity of housing types, in-

cluding manufactured homes, cottages, tiny houses, Acces-

sible Dwelling Units (ADUs), and four-unit townhouses.  He 

said the “Missing Middle” adds triplexes, fourplexes, Sin-

gle-Room Occupancy (SRO) rooming houses, and town-

houses with up to twelve units.  That would add very differ-

ent – and very large – buildings into single-family neighbor-

hoods. 

Glen said this interview will flesh out a number of the 

points that Larry had made just now.  [Also, the March 2019 

TV interview mentioned on page 1 of this summary fleshed 

out a number of the reasons why the “Missing Middle” 

would hurt neighborhoods, so we are not repeating those ob-

jections now during this April 2020 interview.  Watch that 

interview and/or read the thorough summary in order to un-

derstand those defects in the “Missing Middle.”] 

 

Affordable housing in Olympia:  What are the REALITIES? 

This interview informs people about the “Missing Mid-

dle” by exposing the myths and explaining the realities.  To 

help us do that, Jay conducted a huge amount of smart re-

search and created a number of easy-to-understand graphs.  

We showed these graphs on the TV screen and Jay explained 

them.   

This summary of our interview also includes the graphs 

that TV viewers could see on their screens.  These graphs 

show the realities of Olympia’s housing problems.  Most 

likely the basic principles pertain also to Lacey, Tumwater 

and elsewhere.   

See the graphs on the next page. 
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Jay’s first graph shows the 

range of house values in Olym-

pia in 2017.  He said his research 

led to the information in this 

graph.   

He said almost no houses are 

valued at less than $120,000.  

Most houses are valued at be-

tween $200,000 and $450,000.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next Jay wondered how much the 

monthly payments would cost for 

people to buy these houses, so he re-

searched a banking site and found 

data.   

If the buyer paid 20% down, got a 

mortgage for a reasonable interest 

rate, paid property taxes, and bought 

insurance, the monthly payments 

would be in the range in the next 

graph he showed.  The shape of the 

curve is similar to the first graph.   

He said that almost no houses in 

Olympia would have monthly pay-

ments below about $1,050.  The vast 

majority of house payments would 

range between $1,600 and $2,500 or  

$2,600 per month.   

 

 

Next Jay wanted to find out how much income Olym-

pia’s people receive, so he could understand what housing 

they could afford.  The graphs on the next page show the 

results of his research, and he discussed these findings. 

He discovered that 42% of Olympia households cannot 

afford to spend more than $1,200 for housing (to rent or 

buy).  Actually, almost no houses are available to buy for 

less than $1,200 per month, so this 42% of Olympia’s house-

holds must rent rather than buy. 
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Jay’s next graph here shows that the 

most common household income in 

Olympia is about $90,000 per year.   

He said that many households have 

income below $50,000 per year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next Jay used the well-known 

standard from the federal department 

of Housing and Urban Development 

(HUD), which says that in order to be 

“affordable” (whether buying or rent-

ing), housing should cost no more 

than 30% of a person’s income. 

Jay’s next graph here shows how 

Olympia’s incomes compare to this 

standard of affordability.  He divided 

annual income by 12 to determine 

monthly income, and he calculated 

30% of that to figure out how much 

monthly housing cost would be “af-

fordable” by HUD’s standard. 

You can see that the most common monthly housing cost is approximately $2,100 in order to be “affordable.”  Also, you 

can see that a huge number of Olympia’s households do not receive enough income in a month to pay for housing. 

Larry said that practically all of the households below about $1,200 are renting, because – as we showed a moment 

before – many people cannot afford to buy a home.  

 

Income inequality: 

Next we combined the information about housing costs 

and monthly household income.  The next graph we showed 

(on the next page) might seem complex at first, but Jay 

walked us through it so we can really understand the prob-

lems.   

Jay’s previous graphs showed that – in general – houses 

are too expensive for many ordinary people to buy.   

Now (on the next page) you can see Jay’s graph that com-

pares the supply of houses with what’s affordable – and the 

implications for people who cannot buy but must rent in-

stead.  Jay showed and explained this during our interview. 
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How does the sup-

ply of houses in Olym-

pia compare with 

what’s affordable to 

households? 

Jay combined infor-

mation from previous 

graphs into this, and he 

explained how to un-

derstand this one. 

The bottom axis 

shows monthly pay-

ments in black and 

house values in purple. 

The graph’s purple 

line shows the mini-

mum amount of house 

payment required for 

the housing, and 73% 

of the houses are in the 

tall bulge of houses 

valued between 

$187,000 and $400,000, with very few houses valued at less than $187,000.  The gold-colored line shows the maximum 

amount of payment (buying or renting) that is affordable. 

The vertical red line shows that below about $1,200 pay-

ment monthly, a household must rent and cannot buy.  Jay 

said that about 42% of Olympia’s households fall into this 

low area, where they can’t buy and even have difficulty pay-

ing rent for the very limited supply of low-cost housing.  

This 42% of our population needs rent that is less than 

$1,200 per month. 

Glen added that the vast majority of houses – the purple 

bulge with 73% of the houses in Jay’s chart – is far above 

the price range that 42% of Olympia’s households could af-

ford.  Glen summarized that our crisis is that many people 

do not have enough income to pay for “market-rate” hous-

ing.  The problem is NOT a shortage of “market-rate” 

housing.  Instead, we need low-cost housing.  But low-cost 

housing is NOT what’s being built, nor would the “Missing 

Middle” actually produce low-cost housing.  It promotes 

more housing for people who can afford its pricier new con-

struction.  This is the reality both for buying and for renting. 

 

Glen said that a few minutes before, we saw 

a graph showing how much annual income 

Olympia’s people receive.  Although a good 

number of households receive $70,000 or 

more, quite a lot of people have incomes below 

– or far below – that number.  We hear about 

the widening gap of income inequality nation-

wide, and that problem occurs in Olympia too.   

Jay showed the graph to the left of this par-

agraph.  It shows income inequality nationwide 

for the century from 1914 to 2014, but he said 

Olympia might have a similar pattern.  Starting 

in the mid-1970s the gap between the top 10% 

of earners and the bottom 50% of earners has 

widened at a radical pace.  The richest 10% are 

getting much richer (increasing their portion 

from 35% to nearly 50% of total income), 

while the bottom 50% are getting poorer (dropping from about 20% of total income in the 1970s to only about 5% now).  
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Glen said that ordi-

nary people recognize 

this in our own experi-

ence and in the experi-

ences of people we know.  

Rich people are doing 

very, very well, but the 

bottom half of the popu-

lation is doing very, very 

badly, so the bottom 50% 

of our population now re-

ceives only 5% of our na-

tion’s income. 

He asked Jay about 

people’s declining in-

comes, and Jay showed 

this graph, which shows 

how incomes in different 

age groups have changed 

from 1965 to 2017.  You 

can see that the age group 

that has increased its in-

come the most are people 

aged 65 and older, while the incomes of people in all of the other age groups (15 to 64) have stayed fairly stagnant.   

Jay pointed out that the vertical purple rectangle shows 

what happened during the housing recession of 2007-2015.  

Generally, homeowners aged 65 and above have already 

paid off their mortgages, but the younger age groups – the 

ages when people want to buy homes – have not been able 

to generate the income necessary to allow them to buy 

homes.  This lack of income has forced young and middle-

aged people to continue renting.  Indeed, the younger age 

groups suffered deeper dips of income than did people aged 

55-64 and their financial recoveries have lagged behind. 

Jay said that people under age 45 have lost buying power 

since the 2007-2008 crash, so people in their 20s and 30s 

especially do not have money, and the normal house-buying 

age group (25-55) suffered the most from the crash.  They 

were not able to buy houses, so this created pent-up demand 

for houses from 2008 to 2015.   

Jay added that after 2015 incomes started rising again, so 

many people who had wanted to buy houses – but could not 

afford to buy for nearly a decade – suddenly entered the 

housing market and wanted to buy houses right now.  This 

sharp increase in demand caused house prices to skyrocket. 

Glen said that Trump keeps claiming credit for the finan-

cial recovery that actually had begun while Obama was pres-

ident, long before Trump took office in 2017.   

Glen said many people work at jobs that pay far too little 

or are only part-time when they want to work full-time, and 

do not get decent benefits.  This is part of the income ine-

quality we had discussed a moment before. 

We did not have time during the interview to point out 

that the problems we are seeing at the local and nationwide 

levels are actually large systemic problems.  Income ine-

quality, racial inequality, political inequality, monopolistic 

media, and other major problems exist at large scales, so 

these big problems need huge-scale solutions that are be-

yond what local governments can do.   

A few minutes later in this interview we explained how 

the “Missing Middle” fails to solve the problems we experi-

ence in Olympia.  Those problems – and other problems – 

actually exist nationwide, so we really need huge, systemic 

nationwide solutions. 

 

 

“Trickle down” (“supply-side”) economics is a myth that conservatives promote.  
It is a myth both overall and also regarding Olympia’s housing affordability. 

Before we included Larry’s smart insights into this, we 

looked at another image that Jay provided.  It deals with the 

notion of “filtering,” and Jay explained the image we 

showed on the screen. 

Glen said that typically, conservatives (Reagan, Bush, 

Trump, etc.) promote “trickle-down” economic policies.  

They want government to help the richest people in various 

ways – including cutting rich people’s taxes – and hope that 
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the benefits will “trickle down” 

to the middle class and lower-in-

come people.  

But the hard reality is that 

“trickle-down” economics – and 

what Reagan’s people called 

“supply-side” economics – have 

been disproven for decades by 

competent economists. 

Jay explained the Missing 

Middle’s bogus theory of “filter-

ing,” which is “trickle-down” 

housing.  The theory is that when 

market-rate housing is built (1 in 

this image), people who live in 

cheaper housing (2 in this image) 

will move up into that new mar-

ket-rate housing, and people in 

existing housing that is cheaper 

(3, 4, etc. in this image) will move into the next pricier housing. 

Jay explained the two facts shown in blue at the bottom 

of this image.  Even if “filtering” occurred according to the 

theory, it would take decades to reach low-income people. 

Glen said that when we were preparing for this interview, 

both Jay and Larry had debunked this “trickle-down” or 

“supply-side” approach to housing.  The “Missing Middle” 

assumes the bogus notion that if we build more housing for 

people who can afford expensive new housing, eventually 

the benefits will trickle-down to help low-income people. 

We brought Larry into the conversation again to flesh out 

these ideas.  Before we taped this interview, Larry had al-

ready explained to Glen some aspects of these myths, and 

Glen asked him to flesh out some of these and provide fur-

ther information and analysis. 

Now Larry said the “Missing Middle” is indeed rooted in 

myths, and he said we might call it the “Mything Middle.” 

He agreed that it is closely related to the “supply-side” 

economics and the related Laffer Curve during Reagan’s 

era.  The advocates of the “Missing Middle” promote the 

theory that it will create enough housing that “somehow – 

magically – the rent of an apartment house will go down.”   

He continued, “But when you challenge the advocates 

and say, ‘Exactly how many “Missing Middle” houses will 

it take to lower the cost of an apartment by $100,’ they will 

look at you quizzically and say, ‘No one can say.  Nobody 

knows.’”  Larry said the advocates fall back on a defensive 

claim that at least the rent won’t go up as much as it other-

wise would have risen. 

He said that what’s going on here is something so amaz-

ing that he had never seen it before in his lifetime.  He said 

a number of progressive people have bought into the con-

servatives’ “supply-side” – “trickle-down” – economics.  

Somehow people in the rich financial sector have convinced 

a lot of people – including young progressives in “super-star 

cities” – that if the builders could add more housing the 

prices would decrease.  But Larry said, “Study after study 

shows it does not have that effect.” 

He added, “Developers are going to build market-rate 

housing.  They’re not going to build housing for affordabil-

ity unless government requires them to do that.” 

In fact, he said that the original “Missing Middle” ordi-

nance that the City of Olympia adopted – and the revised 

one based on House Bill 1923 – contain nothing at all about 

affordability.  He said that Seattle and some other cities have 

included requirements for 10% or 20% or some other por-

tion of the new housing be affordable, but Olympia did not.  

He said the City of Olympia has utterly failed to require af-

fordability in any of the new housing it has permitted 

through its “Missing Middle” ordinance. 

Glen said some governmental policies have been going 

in exactly the opposite direction from what we really need.  

The federal Department of Housing and Urban Develop-

ment (HUD) has slashed funding for affordable housing.  

Here in Olympia, the City has been giving tax breaks to 

RICH developers who are building housing for RICH peo-

ple, so ordinary taxpayers are subsidizing real estate devel-

opers instead of helping folks who need affordable housing. 
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Displacement and gentrification: 

Much housing is being built in 

downtown Olympia, but almost all of 

it is for higher-income people, not at 

all “affordable” by poor or working 

class people. 

Jay’s chart shows that the rents in 

the prominent new building at 123 4th 

Avenue are so expensive – even for 

small apartments ($1,250 for a tiny 

530 square foot apartment) – and 

much more for 2-bedroom apart-

ments (up to $2,700 for 1377 square 

feet). 

Indeed, almost all of the housing 

being built in downtown Olympia is 

so expensive that only higher-in-

come people can rent it, and lower-

income people are excluded.  Simply 

increasing supply does NOT reduce 

rental prices! 

Instead of housing that is “affordable,” this allows rich 

people to live downtown, so they actually displace people 

who are poor and in the working class.  This leads to “gen-

trification” – pushing lower-income people out in order to 

be replaced by higher-income people.  The Missing Middle 

will disrupt and displace diverse local neighborhoods. 

At this point we again showed the image of “Filtering” 

that appeared at the top of page 8, and we explained it again 

briefly.  See the image and explanation on page 8.  

Larry said advocates for the Missing Middle cringe when 

they hear the word gentrification.  Gentrification is what 

happens when – in a tight real estate market – developers 

can buy up the existing low-cost housing, tear it down, and 

build market-rate housing that the existing residents cannot 

afford to buy or rent.  This pushes the existing residents (in-

cluding long-time and diverse residents) out of their neigh-

borhoods and replaces them with people who are much 

richer than the current residents are.  Larry said the neigh-

borhood becomes “trendy and cool” instead of a place where 

ordinary people can afford to live.  This is what gentrifica-

tion really means.  It is what the Missing Middle causes. 

Larry said that some other cities that have passed ordi-

nances to increase residential density have included require-

ments for building more affordable housing, but he said 

Olympia has not done that and is not even talking about this. 

Part of the problem is that the Missing Middle’s support-

ers have accused opponents of bad motivations, such as bias 

against poor people or bias against racial diversity.  Actu-

ally, the Missing Middle would push minorities and lower-

income people out of neighborhoods where they can cur-

rently afford to live, as we said a few minutes ago.   

Glen said some supporters of the Missing Middle accuse 

critics of being racist, but that is not true.  He said he lives 

in a neighborhood with all single-family homes, and he is 

happy that recently a black family, a Latino family, and an 

Asian family have moved into three of those homes.  The 

neighborhood is pleasant and stable.  He would not want any 

homes to be torn down and replaced by more expensive new 

buildings.  He supports racial diversity and the working-

class population in his neighborhood and does not want his 

neighbors displaced by more expensive new buildings 

where they could not afford to live. 

He said the Missing Middle is a barrier that interferes 

with young people, working-class people, and modest-in-

come minorities from living in their current neighborhoods.  

He said the Missing Middle is really an enemy of the diverse 

and egalitarian neighborhoods that many of us want. 

Jay said that’s what happened to Seattle’s Central Dis-

trict.  He also added a few other interesting points.  He said 

ordinary single-family homes stabilize and hold down the 

prices and rents of the homes there.  When you build a new 

building that will generate a lot of profit – such as a four-

plex – the price of that new building is higher.  The profit 

margin for a four-plex or other large building is much bigger 

than for a duplex or a single-family home.  Generally, such 

buildings are not allowed in single-family neighborhoods in 

order to maintain the affordability of single-family homes. 

Glen said it’s better for local people to own single-family 

homes in a neighborhood than for institutional investors 
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such as outside business corporations to invade it in search 

of profits instead of looking to provide housing for local 

people.  

Glen said he bought his house decades ago, because it 

was cheap (“the crappiest house in the neighborhood”), but 

he could afford to buy it, and he is still living there.  He said 

that if an outside investor bought it and tore it down to build 

an apartment building for profit, that big new construction 

would disrupt the stable neighborhood.  Local residents 

would be exploited by outside investors. 

Larry debunked another myth:  the assumption that 

Olympia controls its own supply of housing.  Actually, the 

economics and the housing market of our region’s 2 ½ mil-

lion people have big impacts on housing in Olympia.  If the 

City of Olympia actually could reduce the cost of housing in 

Olympia, people would move here from Tacoma, Seattle, 

and other places where housing is more expensive.  To some 

extent this is already happening.  Larry stated, “We do not 

live in an econometric pretend bubble where we can simu-

late what would happen if we changed land use policy to 

housing.  It doesn’t work that way.” 

Glen agreed with Larry.  People from Seattle are moving 

farther and farther south to find cheaper housing because 

they have been priced out of Seattle.  Recently some smart-

mouth asked, “Who wants to commute from Chehalis to Se-

attle?”  But that is actually the trend of what’s happening.  

He said we need to solve our own people’s housing needs. 

 

How have numbers of new housing starts in the Olympia area been changing? 

This interview seeks to in-

form people about what the re-

alities are now in addition to 

saying how the Missing Middle 

would change things. 

Jay said that after the 2007 

crash, housing starts were cut 

almost in half for 9 years, creat-

ing a shortage of housing.  He 

showed this graph, which illus-

trates the point. 

We have already explained 

the shortage of housing that is 

affordable for people in the 

modest middle class and work-

ing class and poor class.  Now the graph above shows that single-family home starts in the Olympia-Tumwater area peaked 

in 2005-2006, started declining in 2007, and fell to half – or less than half – of the 2005-2006 peak for a decade. 

 

Jay also showed the 

graph at the left.  The ver-

tical blue bars track the 

rise and fall of institu-

tional investors (10 or 

more purchases), which 

peaked in 2005 and again 

in 2013.  The orange line 

includes condominium 

sales along with single-

family homes. 
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Next Jay showed this graph showing 

the rate of home ownership peaking before 

the 2007-2008 crash and declining from 

69% to between 63 and 64%.   

He said 8% of the people who used to 

be homeowners have become renters. 

He said institutional investors buy up 

people’s homes and turn them into rentals 

– and this trend will continue. 

The result, he said, is that ordinary peo-

ple have been losing money from home 

equity, and their money has been going 

into investors’ pockets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Renting instead of buying: 

Our conversation’s points pertain both to buying homes 

and to renting housing.  The same realities – rapidly rising 

costs and declining incomes –affect people who rent, along 

with those who buy.  We discussed this already.  Now we 

shared more information. 

New construction – apartment buildings, duplexes, and 

so forth – almost always costs more than the cheaper homes 

they are replacing.  We already mentioned that 42% of 

Olympia’s renters need rents below $1,200 a month.  Be-

sides the increasingly expensive rents for high-end apart-

ments, even the lowest cost apartments have been increasing 

their rents too. 

If the City of Olympia proceeds with the Missing Middle, 

low-income and working class people will have to pay even 

higher rent. 

Jay said that a rule of thumb in renting a new structure is, 

to make a minimum profit, charge about 1% of the building 

cost per month. So if an Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) 

costs $100,000 to build, the minimum rent should be around 

$1000.  Nearly all housing is bigger and more expensive, 

and, of course, market forces often make rents much higher 

than this. 

Traditionally, single-family homes are assets that fami-

lies buy, but increasingly houses – as well as apartments – 

have become investments for big businesses.  Big buildings 

are investments, not intended to meet ordinary people’s 

needs for housing. 
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How much have rents been increasing for apartments? 

Glen said that 

Larry and Jay have 

discussed buying 

homes, and we have 

also talked about 

renting.  Many peo-

ple do want to buy 

single-family homes 

instead of renting, 

but – as we have dis-

cussed already – they 

can’t afford to buy 

homes, so they are 

forced to rent instead 

of buy.  However, 

rents keep going up.  

Jay showed a graph 

about this in Olym-

pia. 

 

Jay said his research showed the big increase in rents for 

2-bedroom apartments and a much bigger increase (almost 

doubling) for 1-bedroom apartments.  Jay said not enough 

low-income housing (especially 1-bedroom apartments) 

have been built to meet the need, so those rents have in-

creased the most.  Glen said it’s clear that – from the simple 

economic principle of supply and demand – there is not 

enough supply of cheap 1-bedroom apartments to meet the 

demand, so the rents for those have increased sharply.   

 

Glen said the rental market is hurting the people who 

need cheap 1-bedroom apartments.  He said specifically that 

“the Missing Middle does not help this at all.  It makes it 

worse because it accentuates the trend of replacing low-in-

come housing with ‘market-rate’ housing” for people with 

higher incomes. 

Glen added that Jay’s research had previously shown that 

42% of Olympia’s people need rent below $1,200, but our 

system is not meeting that need, and the Missing Middle will 

make the problem even worse. 

 

 

How much would rent cost in the Missing Middle’s new housing? 

Jay provided the next page’s detailed table, which shows 

how much rents would likely cost for various kinds of hous-

ing that the Missing Middle seeks to promote. 

He said the housing types shown in yellow are already 

allowed in Olympia – before the Missing Middle.  The blue 

kinds of housing are what the Missing Middle would pro-

mote. 

Glen said you can see that almost all of the kinds of hous-

ing that the Missing Middle would promote are more expen-

sive than the $1,200 that the poorest 42% of Olympia’s peo-

ple can afford. 

Jay said that the new housing that would be affordable 

would be only “courtyard apartments” or “single-room oc-

cupancies” (SROs, which are rooming houses). 

Jay mentioned the kinds of housing shown in orange for 

non-residential areas. 

He said a lot of affordable housing could be achieved by 

constructing apartment buildings with more than 12 small 

units. 

But Glen said that’s not what’s being emphasized now.  

The current emphasis is for pricier housing that will turn big-

ger profits for whoever builds and owns them.  Jay agreed. 
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Olympia’s population growth rate will likely continue as it has since 1995: 

 

Jay showed this 

graph of the greater 

Olympia area’s pop-

ulation growth since 

1995 (solid lines) 

with projected future 

growth until 2045 

(dotted lines), ac-

cording to the 

Thurston Regional 

Planning Council. 

Although some 

people want to panic 

us into adopting the 

Missing Middle, Jay 

said the growth rate 

actually has been 

fairly constant and 

will continue to be 

fairly constant for the 

next 20-25 years. 

 

Glen said this graph shows that we should NOT panic 

and NOT cram the Missing Middle down our throats.  He 

said the Missing Middle is the WRONG REMEDY for the 

problems we have been discussing during this interview.   

Jay agreed with Glen that we should NOT panic and let 

state or local governments take away our right to object to 

their top-down decisions about zoning and housing.  He said 

the City of Olympia already suppressed public responses, 

and now the state has passed laws to do that too.  They are 

denying the public’s right to appeal – or even to have mean-

ingful input – regarding these public policy decisions. 

Next Jay showed information from the Thurston Re-

gional Planning Council (TRPC) that affirms that Olympia 

already has enough buildable land to meet our needs for the 

next 15 years (until 2035).  The TRPC also stated that for 

the next 25 years (until 2045) we would not have to signifi-

cantly change the types of housing that exist now. 

 

 

Naomi Klein’s book – The Shock Doctrine – is relevant to this. 

This point about rejecting the panicky pressure to panic 

and adopt radical remedies that violate the spirit of democ-

racy is a good current example of what Naomi Klein had 

written in her book The Shock Doctrine.  The book explains 

that when a serious crisis occurs – either a natural crisis or a 

man-made crisis – some powerful forces use that crisis as an 

excuse to quickly and undemocratically impose harsh eco-

nomic remedies that give more power and wealth to the eco-

nomic and political elites.   

When we were preparing for this interview, Larry em-

phasized the need to define the problems correctly – and not 

be stampeded into anybody’s pre-determined solutions.  

Now Larry said that Naomi Klein’s book The Shock Doc-

trine is highly relevant because the Missing Middle has been 

thrust upon us as the remedy for what has been portrayed as 

a so-called “housing crisis.”   

The Shock Doctrine relies upon labeling something as a 

“crisis” in order to bypass and short-circuit the normal dem-

ocratic process.  Much of our local opposition to the Missing 

Middle has been grounded in respect for the democratic pro-

cess that has been violated by the City of Olympia and the 

State Legislature’s House Bill 1923.  The City and State 

have said this crisis is so dire and so urgent that we must 

bypass those and take urgent actions.  However, the state’s 

Growth Management Hearings Board threw out the City of 

Olympia’s original Missing Middle ordinance because it had 

so grossly ignored important process safeguards.   
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Larry said totalitarian regimes use the Shock Doctrine in 

order to avoid honest research and ignore public input.  He 

said a powerful elite claims that the crisis empowers the 

powerful elite to do whatever it wants regardless of demo-

cratic principles.   

Glen said that in a few minutes we would return to 

Larry’s insights about the deficiencies in the City of Olym-

pia’s process. 

 

More about Olympia’s population growth rate and implications: 

Now we returned to Jay’s information from the Thurston 

Regional Planning Council (TRPC), which said that Olym-

pia has enough buildable land to suffice until at least 2035 

(15 years from now).  Jay added that Olympia’s Compre-

hensive Plan says we do have a housing crisis for people 

who need low rent, but not so much for people who can pay 

“market-rate” rent. 

TRPC’s report said 15% more housing units had been 

built by 2019 than it had predicted.   

TRPC also said the housing types needed by 2045 will 

change hardly at all.  Jay said there is no real emergency that 

the Missing Middle would solve. 

 

Other faulty assumptions, including the desirability of “growth”: 

Earlier we debunked the faulty assumption of “trickle-

down” economics.  Glen said that some other faulty assump-

tions exist too, including the pervasive but false assumption 

that endless “growth” is good.   

In 2018 he interviewed Jim Lazar and Bob Jacobs for a 

TV program he called “Hidden Costs of Local Population 

Growth.”  Jim and Bob explain how real estate developers 

and local governments force existing residents to subsidize 

new construction without adequate impact fees.   

You can watch the video and/or read the thorough sum-

mary of what we said.  Visit Glen’s blog, www.parallax-

perspectives.org, and click the link for “TV Programs,” 

scroll down, and click look for that episode’s title, “Hidden 

Costs of Local Population Growth.”  The direct link to that 

is:  www.parallaxperspectives.org/tv-hidden-costs-of-lo-

cal-population-growth  

Also, Glen said more growth also causes more conges-

tion and entails larger carbon footprints and other problems. 

He urged us to look deeply and widely at the related is-

sues and pursue the well-being of the entire community, not 

simply the people who want to build more buildings. 

 

Let’s define problems correctly, so we can create solutions for actual problems: 

Glen said that when we were preparing for this interview, 

Larry emphasized the need to define the problems correctly 

– and not be stampeded into anybody’s pre-determined so-

lutions, such as the Missing Middle.  Glen invited Larry to 

discuss this further.   

Larry said the advocates for the Missing Middle claim 

that not enough buildable land exists here, so he offered re-

liable numbers about that.  (Audio difficulties had prevented 

Larry at his location from hearing Jay in the TV studio make 

the point that Larry offered to make now.)  Larry did share 

some new numbers from TRPC about the need within the 

City of Olympia for more multi-family residential buildings 

instead of single-family homes.  He said 2,415 dwelling 

units are “in the pipeline” for construction within the City.  

He said ¾ of these – 1,819 – are multi-family buildings.  He 

said the Missing Middle’s advocates “are chasing a problem 

that does not exist.”  This construction is happening already 

– without the Missing Middle. 

Larry urged us to look at the facts, including the actual 

numbers, so we can define the problem correctly instead of 

jumping into believing the preferred “solution” that some 

special interests are trying to impose upon us, based on their 

assumptions and “supply-side voodoo economics.” 

 

  

http://www.parallaxperspectives.org/
http://www.parallaxperspectives.org/
http://www.parallaxperspectives.org/tv-hidden-costs-of-local-population-growth
http://www.parallaxperspectives.org/tv-hidden-costs-of-local-population-growth
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The City of Olympia used a defective process to cram the Missing Middle down 
our throats.  Our people demand open, transparent process with meaningful 
public participation.  But the City’s process violated those principles. 

Glen said that here in Olympia, our local political culture 

values openness, transparency and democracy.  We want the 

public to participate in local governments’ decisions by us-

ing “bottom-up” processes so “we the people” shape public 

policy.  Many people who oppose the Missing Middle object 

to the way it was crammed down our throats.   

Larry said other local governments that have considered 

the kinds of changes things that the Missing Middle pro-

motes have used much better processes.  He said, for exam-

ple, that those cities have sent mailings to every residence in 

their cities, but Olympia refused to do that.  Olympia does 

send people notices of how to dispose of Christmas trees, 

but not how to participate in major changes in how neigh-

borhoods develop.  He said other cities have conducted sur-

veys, organized local neighborhood forums, interacted with 

local people about their sub-area plans and local people’s 

preferences about density and related matters. 

Glen said the City of Olympia has recently started a par-

ticipatory process, but it seems too limited and too late.  See 

the paragraph and web link a few pages below in the section 

headlined “How could people help?” 

 

Our local grassroots organization -- Olympians for Smart Development & Livable 
Neighborhoods (OSD&LN) works effectively to protect our neighborhoods and 
local democracy.  OSD&LN has won legal cases against the City of Olympia. 

Glen asked Jay about the local grassroots organization 

called “Olympians for Smart Development and Livable 

Neighborhoods” (OSD&LN).  Their website is www.densi-

tydoneright.org  Jay is active in this group.  Glen said he 

supports the group too through participation and through fi-

nancial support, and so do many of his friends.  Glen ex-

pressed appreciation for OSD&LN’s legal actions against 

the City of Olympia.   

Jay said the people who started OSD&LN are people 

with long experience working with the city on issues related 

to neighborhoods and local public policies.  They have 

worked collaboratively with the City, but now all of a sud-

den the City was taking a top-down approach instead of 

seeking public participation.  A number of local people rec-

ognized that the City’s plan was illegal.   

OSD&LN’s people want affordable housing to be built 

in ways that will not degrade single-family neighborhoods.  

He said a few years ago a survey showed that 82% of home 

buyers in our region want single-family homes, and 49% of 

renters want single-family homes.  Big-box buildings that 

crowd the property lines would push people away from 

neighborhoods and into suburban sprawl in order to find sin-

gle-family homes. 

Glen added that the Missing Middle would cause existing 

single-family homes that are currently affordable to buy – or 

affordable to rent – to be torn down and replaced with big-

ger, more expensive buildings that would displace the cur-

rent residents who could not afford to buy or rent the new 

housing.  He said the Missing Middle would destroy afford-

able housing, when what we really need is housing that is 

truly affordable, not “market-rate” housing that poor and 

working class people cannot afford. 

Glen thanked OSD&LN for repeatedly taking legal ac-

tions against the City of Olympia and repeatedly winning its 

legal cases against the City.  Jay said OSD&LN appealed the 

City’s ordinance, and the state’s Growth Management Hear-

ing Board ruled in favor of OSD&LN for several reasons, 

especially focused on the City’s negligence in failing to con-

sider a number of environmental impacts.  They City ap-

pealed the GMHB’s decision, and the legal case has resur-

faced over and over again, and OSD&LN has won all seven 

times.  Glen said the City of Olympia is wasting taxpayers’ 

money fighting OSD&LN over and over again.  He said the 

City’s behavior is unconscionable. 

 

What process does OSD & LN want instead? 

Glen said the policies OSD&LN has proposed are 

smarter than what the City of Olympia is promoting, and 

OSD&LN also has proposed smarter processes than what 

the City of Olympia has used. 

He said OSD&LN provides more information at their 

website, www.densitydoneright.org 

Also, he said “Accessory Dwelling Units” (ADUs), the 

small units people can build attached to their houses or gar-

ages – or separate but on the same property – were already 

legal in Olympia, so we do not need the Missing Middle for 

those.   

http://www.densitydoneright.org/
http://www.densitydoneright.org/
http://www.densitydoneright.org/
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Larry has recommended some smart ways that the City 

could promote ADUs in additional ways – without causing 

the damage that the Missing Middle would cause – so see 

that information below on pages 16-17. 

 

What other remedies would make sense? 

The Missing Middle’s supporters keep pretending that 

we need the Missing Middle in order to allow people to build 

small units on their existing home properties – “Accessory 

Dwelling Units” – ADUs.  But ADUs have already been 

legal in Olympia for a long time.  See the section below for 

some smart, practical ways Larry has recommended to pro-

mote ADUs without imposing the Missing Middle upon us. 

The interview did not have enough time for Larry to ex-

plain that the City of Olympia has been missing sensible op-

portunities to make housing more affordable.  Before the in-

terview occurred, he told Glen that neighborhood-friendly 

solutions already exist but the City of Olympia is not using 

them. 

He has urged the City to respect neighborhoods.  Some 

close-in neighborhoods do want more density – with good 

zoning – and they do want diversity.  He urges the City to 

listen to those neighborhood residents.  It would be OK to 

build higher buildings in certain locations.  He wants the 

City to require truly affordable housing as a condition for 

permitting buildings. 

He wants financial institutions such as the Washington 

State Employees Credit Union (WSECU) to recognize the 

need to finance loans for low-cost housing such as ADUs. 

Glen is concerned that the City of Olympia is forcing lo-

cal taxpayers to subsidize real estate developers, and he is 

concerned that federal HUD funding has been slashed in re-

cent years. 

 

Larry wrote an article about ADUs.  I summarized it here: 
A Non-Divisive Approach to Increasing Housing Supply and Affordability:  

Larry has written that the options being considered by the 

City of Olympia would undermine existing zoning rules and 

change the character and livability of our neighborhoods but 

provide no guarantee of creating affordable housing.   

He has written that the expansion of the number Acces-

sory Dwelling Units (ADUs) is the quickest, most flexible 

and community-focused way of increasing affordable hous-

ing.  The authority to construct ADUs already exists – in-

cluding on virtually all single-family home lots.   

The following set of policy options assumes that the 

City engage in actions that promote and encourage the 

construction of ADU’s.  Glen summarizes the wording of 

Larry’s suggestions here: 

 

Address Cost and Financing:  

 Lower the architectural and design costs  

 Increase the speed and certainty for permitting  

 Partner with non-profit organizations  

 Create customized loan packages for existing homeowners to finance an ADU  

 ADU Housing Bonds  

 

Make it Easier for Homeowners to Build ADUs: 

 City Facilitated Matching of Contractors to Owners  

 City Facilitated Matching of Owners to Renters 

 City Subsidized Rents 

 

Leverage ADUs to Pilot Programs for Housing-Challenged People: 

The City could create programs to reduce the risk and concerns of would-be ADU owners in housing certain populations.  

City Provided Landlord Protections for Targeted Populations …  The City would offer landlords one or more of the fol-

lowing: 
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 Facilitated Rental Contract  

 Landlord Insurance  

 Landlord Social Equity Recognition such as: 

- Credits on city/county one-time fees (repayable if homeowner fails to provide social equity housing or sells 

after X-years) 

- Reduction on water bills 

- Property tax exclusion of the assessed valuation of the property attributable to the ADU 

- Reduced garbage collection fees 

- Free tree and irrigation system maintenance 

- Etc. 

This homegrown grassroots approach provides a neighborhood-friendly path that could address many of the social inequi-

ties and housing affordability facing Olympia.  And this can all be done within existing zoning laws.  

If you want Larry’s somewhat more thorough document, ask Glen at glenanderson@integra.net to send it to you. 

 

Summary:  This interview intends to replace myths with the facts: 

Many people do not understand what the Missing Middle 

is, so we designed this TV interview to help people under-

stand it.  We worked to replace the myths with the facts.   

Our guests believe that too many public issues bog down 

in accusations, polarization and name-calling.  When we 

were preparing for this interview, both Jay and Larry told 

Glen that they want to identify and solve the problems based 

on realities and thoughtful collaboration. 

Both guests’ research has convinced them that our most 

desperate need for new housing is for those 42% of house-

holds with the lowest incomes, and both want to protect sin-

gle-family neighborhoods so current residents can remain 

instead of being displaced and allowing outside forces to 

disrupt their neighborhoods.   

Both guests affirm positive, practical democracy from 

the bottom up instead of the top-down changes that are being 

imposed upon us by Olympia’s city government. 

 

Sources of more information: 

For every issue this TV series explores, we recommend 

sources of information.  These resources are relevant to this 

month’s program:A smart grassroots organization has been 

organizing opposition to the Missing Middle – and winning 

its appeals against the City of Olympia.   

I support Olympians for Smart Development & Livable 

Neighborhoods (OSD&LN) and their efforts to challenge 

the City of Olympia’s reckless push for the Missing Middle.  

This group has been winning court cases.   

See their new website, www.densitydoneright.org  

Two previous TV programs provide more information.  See the videos of our interviews 

and thorough summaries of what we said (including links to additional information): 

 March 2019 interview with Judy Bardin and Jim Keogh:  “What’s Wrong with the Missing Middle”:  Visit 

www.parallaxperspectives.org, click “TV Programs,” and click that episode’s title, “What’s Wrong with the Missing 

Middle.”  The direct link is http://parallaxperspectives.org/tv-program-whats-wrong-with-the-missing-middle   

This interview’s topics include: 

- What does the Missing Middle proposal purport to do?   

- In what ways does the MM fail to do what it purports to do?  In what ways does the MM cause problems? 

- Basic information about zoning, the Growth Management Act, and the Comprehensive Plan 

- Which areas of Olympia would the Missing Middle disrupt? 

- Five kinds of housing types are allowed already, and five other kinds would be added. 

- The Missing Middle would hurt neighborhoods by overcrowding, reducing green spaces and blocking views. 

- It would interfere with parking in neighborhoods. 

- Olympia’s Eastside neighborhood would be hurt in many ways. 

mailto:glenanderson@integra.net
http://www.densitydoneright.org/
http://www.parallaxperspectives.org/
http://parallaxperspectives.org/tv-program-whats-wrong-with-the-missing-middle
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- It would reduce “affordable” housing, price people out of their own neighborhoods, and cause “gentrification.” 

- Olympia’s people want govts to use open, transparent process with public participation.  But the City’s Missing 

Middle process violated those principles. 

- Instead of dealing realistically with problems, the City’s process simply “assumed the problems away.” 

- The City refused to consider environmental impacts. 

- The Missing Middle scheme has been pushed up from California to British Columbia and elsewhere in order to 

serve developers, landlords and investors rather than the people who live here. 

- We proposed alternatives to the Missing Middle. 

- We proposed ways the City of Olympia protect and serve neighborhoods. 

- People are working together to stop the Missing Middle 

- Local people are appealing to the State’s Growth Management Hearings Board to overturn the City’s decision. 

- We provided sources of information. 

 May 2018 interview with Jim Lazar and Bob Jacobs:  “Hidden Costs of Local Population Growth”:  Visit 

www.parallaxperspectives.org, click “TV Programs,” and click that episode’s title, “Hidden Costs of Local Popula-

tion Growth.”  The direct link is http://parallaxperspectives.org/tv-hidden-costs-of-local-population-growth   

This interview’s topics include: 
- The assumption that endless growth (in economics or any other sector) is good 

- The assumption that population in our local community should – and must – increase  

- Non-financial benefits of local population growth 

- Non-financial costs of local population growth 

- The “jobs” propaganda and rebuttals 

- Financial costs of local population growth 

- Who should pay for local population growth? 

- Impact fees:  basic principles, and impact fees for transportation and schools 

- Some costs of local population growth are NOT covered by impact fees 

- Take the advice from “Deep Throat” and “follow the money.” 

- A little information specifically about the “Missing Middle” 

- How local governments currently function regarding these issues – and how they could do it better 

- More insights, recommendations, and sources of information 

- How viewers could help 

 

In early 2020 our Washington State Legislature passed housing bills that will degrade and dismantle Single-Family 

neighborhoods.  For example, SHB 2343 is bad.  See information about it at www.leg.wa.gov and at http://law-

filesext.leg.wa.gov/biennium/2019-20/Pdf/Bills/House%20Passed%20Legislature/2343-

S.PL.pdf?q=20200310143959  

 

How could people help? 

It is possible to solve the real problems without causing 

additional problems.  For more information about local 

grassroots people’s challenges to the City of Olympia’s 

“Missing Middle” proposal, see the new website, www.den-

sitydoneright.org  You can learn about the issues and sign 

up to receive e-mail updates.  To subscribe to OSD&LN’s 

e-mail updates, contact www.densitydoneright.org 

In early 2020 the Olympia City Council is considering 

what it calls “housing options” that could eliminate single-

family-house zoning and instead promote more duplexes, 

triplexes and courtyard apartments to be built on single-fam-

ily home lots throughout the City of Olympia.  The city’s 

proposal would PREVENT homeowners from appealing the 

City’s decisions.  These could seriously disrupt neighbor-

hoods’ quality of life, including traffic, parking, non-resi-

dent ownership, flooding, and shading.  See olym-

piawa.gov/housingcode. 

However, homeowners will not be notified about this 

process unless they become “parties of record” (and receive 

notices of any public hearings on this issue) by sending their 

e-mail requests to housingoptions@ci.olympia.wa.us.  

Also, you can contact olympiawa.gov/subscribe in order to 

subscribe to the “planning and development” E-newsletter.  

You can e-mail all members of Olympia City Council at 

once through this link:  citycouncil@ci.olympia.wa.us  

 

http://www.parallaxperspectives.org/
http://parallaxperspectives.org/tv-hidden-costs-of-local-population-growth
http://www.leg.wa.gov/
http://lawfilesext.leg.wa.gov/biennium/2019-20/Pdf/Bills/House%20Passed%20Legislature/2343-S.PL.pdf?q=20200310143959
http://lawfilesext.leg.wa.gov/biennium/2019-20/Pdf/Bills/House%20Passed%20Legislature/2343-S.PL.pdf?q=20200310143959
http://lawfilesext.leg.wa.gov/biennium/2019-20/Pdf/Bills/House%20Passed%20Legislature/2343-S.PL.pdf?q=20200310143959
http://www.densitydoneright.org/
http://www.densitydoneright.org/
http://www.densitydoneright.org/
http://olympiawa.gov/city-government/codes-plans-and-standards/housing-code-amendments.aspx
http://olympiawa.gov/city-government/codes-plans-and-standards/housing-code-amendments.aspx
mailto:housingoptions@ci.olympia.wa.us
http://olympiawa.gov/news-and-faq-s.aspx
mailto:citycouncil@ci.olympia.wa.us
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We did not have time for Larry to add this: 

We always have more information to share than we can 

fit into the one-hour interview.  We did not have time for 

Larry to add this additional information: 

He said the Missing Middle’s advocates and opponents 

alike both agree that our community would all benefit from 

more affordable housing.  We just disagree on how best to 

get there and how to get there in a manner that engages and 

builds a stronger bond among all the community instead of 

creating divisions. 

He said the Coronavirus emergency points out yet again 

that a unified community response works best when the 

community members have high degree of respect for hearing 

each other’s position.  Working together does not mean we 

don’t engage in vigorous debate over policy.  Rather, our 

debate needs to proceed using facts and evidence to reach 

better informed policy decisions in mutual pursuit of a bet-

ter, stronger, healthier community. 

 

Glen’s closing encouragement: 

Glen thanked Glen thanked Jay Elder here in the TV stu-

dio and Larry Dzieza on the video link.  He also thanked the 

people who have been watching. 

He urged us to support real democracy by urging local 

governments to actively, meaningfully involve local people 

in decision-making processes.   

We are the people who live here, and we are the voters.   

People at the local neighborhood levels want to protect 

neighborhoods from abuses by top-town outsiders and pow-

erful economic forces that hurt our neighborhoods and dis-

place our people. 

These local problems are local examples of large sys-

temic problems.  Let’s work locally and nationwide to solve 

problems of income inequality, racial inequality, political 

inequality, monopolistic media, and so forth.  The biggest-

scale problems need huge-scale solutions that are beyond 

what local governments can do. 

 

 

 

You can get information about a wide variety of issues related to peace, social justice 

and nonviolence through my blog, www.parallaxperspectives.org or by phoning me at  

(360) 491-9093 or e-mailing me at glenanderson@integra.net  

I end each TV program with this encouragement: 

We're all one human family, and we all share one planet. 

We can create a better world, but we all have to work at it. 

The world needs whatever you can do to help! 
 

http://www.parallaxperspectives.org/
mailto:glenanderson@integra.net

